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Your Discovery Journal 
With Louise K. Shaw

Depression 101: The “Cause & Effect” Law  
Even The Experts Forgot 

Discover Simple Techniques To Regain Control Of The Way You 
Feel, Without Losing Your Mind



WELCOME TO YOUR PRIVATE ACTION GUIDE 

5 Tips To Get The Most Out Of This Training 

1. Set aside private time before, during, and after the Training to complete 

the activities. Make sure to turn phones off and make any family 

members know that you have dedicated this time for yourself. 

2. Review the contents of this Journal before the training so you know what 

to expect from the Live training on the day. Print this before the training 

so you can take notes as you listen. 

3. Complete the Pre-Training Exercise before the training, and after the 

training don’t forget to complete the Post-Training Exercise. 

4. Research has shown that people who write their own notes when 

they’re learning something new, retain more of the information. 

Therefore, during the training, write down ideas, thoughts, comments 

under the column: Inspirations. Then after the training, go back over 

your notes and under the column: Action, write down how you’re going 

to apply what you’ve learned. 

5. Time is precious to everyone, and you may find the urge to multitask as 

you listen to this training. I’ll be sharing a proven method for doing so 

on the day, to ensure  you make the best use of your time. 
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PART 1: Pre-Training Exercise  

Our intention creates our reality 
Dr. Wayne Dyer  

Start by writing down your positive intentions here.  
1. What do you hope to achieve by attending this Training webinar? 

2. If you could wave a wand and change one thing about your life, 
right now, what would it be? What difference would this make to your 
life? 
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PART 1: Pre-Training Exercise  

Great Results Begin With Great Questions 

Read over the Table of Contents and the rest of the Discovery Journal. 

• What questions do you want the Training to answer? If they aren’t 
answered during the Training, there will be a LIVE Q&A Session. 
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WHAT TO EXPECT  

Table of Contents  

PART 1: Pre-Training Exercise  

• Set your intentions before the Training  

• What questions do you want the Training to answer? 

PART 2: Dreams & Aspirations 

• Start with the end in mind 

• The Importance of Why 

• V.A.K.O.G. 

PART 3: The bio-logical explanation for depression 

• Outdated Model of Health  

• What’s in a Name? 

• Significant Emotional Events 

PART 4: How to change the way you feel in a heart beat 

• Mindchatter Muddle 

• Body Talk 

• It’s the Attitude of……….. 

PART 5: The #1 proven strategy I used for long-lasting results  
• More Secrets Uncovered 

• Curiosity Killed The Cat 

• The Power In The Story 

PART 6: Post-Training Reflections & Actions  

• Solidify your learning after the Training 

PART 7: How clients have benefitted from coaching 

• Read what Louise’s clients have said about her.  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PART 2: Dreams & Aspirations 

A. Start with the end in mind 

Inspirations Actions
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B. The Power of Why 

C. V.A.K.O.G. 

Inspirations Actions

Inspirations Actions
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PART 3: The bio-logical explanation for depression 

A. Outdated Model of Health  

B. What’s in a Name? 

Inspirations Actions

Inspirations Actions
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C. Significant Emotional Events 

Inspirations Actions
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PART 4: How to change the way you feel in a heart beat 

A. Mindchatter Muddle 

B. Body Talk 

Inspirations Actions

Inspirations Actions
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C. It’s The Attitude of…….. 

Inspirations Actions
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PART 5: The #1 proven strategy I used for long-lasting results 

A. More Secrets Uncovered 

Inspirations Actions
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B. Curiosity Killed The Cat 

Inspirations Actions
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C. The Power In The Story 

Inspirations Actions
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PART 6: Post-Training Reflection & Actions  
We live in a culture of information overload. You’ll have learnt key 
strategies to ensure this isn’t just more information; that it supports you 
to make a difference in your life. Here’s some questions to consider: 

A. How do you feel after this Training? 

B. What were some of your biggest insights and takeaways? 

C. How will you apply these to ensure your life changes? 
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PART 7: How clients have benefitted from coaching  
Read what some of Louise’s clients have said about her. 
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I would highly recommend Louise to anyone wanting to realise their 
full potential, or get to the root cause of those deep limiting beliefs 
that are holding them back. She works intuitively, which is how I like 
to work, and she knew exactly the right words to use and at the right 
time. This enabled me to peel back those deep layers, and uncover 
some deeply buried emotions. Since working with you some 
amazing and wonderful things have been happening to me. 

~ Sarah Impey

“Wow! Little did I know what working with Louise was going to uncover and then 
send me on a rollercoaster of healing!”

After several tours in Afghanistan, I was struggling with severe 
PTSD. I was having horrific flashbacks, panic attacks, insomnia and 
suffering with depression. I’d tried different approaches, but 
nothing worked. After just 2 days working with Louise, I was able 
to talk through some major incidents without a severe physical 
reaction and breaking down. That’s the first time since it’d 
happened years ago.” 

~ Dave Butterfield

“After just 2 days working with Louise, I was able to talk through some major incidents 
without a severe physical reaction and breaking down.”

Louise is a fabulous and extremely intuitive coach who knows her work 
very well. Her work will blow you away and you’ll feel calm, relaxed 
and healed on many levels. Can’t recommend The Body Whisperer 
enough!  

~ Jasmin Tucker

“ I have been working on myself for a long time now but Louise cuts to the chase and 
helps you recognise your blind spots.”
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“I am by no means rich but I can assure anybody considering working with Louise, 
that the impact on your life is frankly, priceless.”

With Louise's help I am beginning to find the confidence to create 
myself an exciting new reality. I particularly valued her ability to shift 
effortlessly between being practical, detail-orientated, whilst also 
bringing a sense of spiritual awareness and knowledge to our 
sessions. Louise is sensitive, intuitive, calming and extremely easy to 
work with, whilst remaining challenging, focussed and ensuring that 
you continue to move forward. 

~ Sheraze Bakir

With Louise’s natural and warm approach, she makes you feel 
comfortable and at ease, especially being a bloke...easy for me to 
open up and express my thoughts and emotions! She was able to 
help me start to clear imprinted beliefs and to start to realise my full 
potential! I would highly recommend Louise to anyone wishing to 
clear out annoying blocks that keep you stuck and prevent you from 
moving forward! 

~ Steve Betsworth

“Louise helped me identify some hidden blocks that stemmed way back from my 
childhood that had been holding me back for many years!”

After my first session with Louise, the effects were immediate. I'm 
going through a hard time, and she managed to de-stress my body.  
I recommend her 1,000%. 

~ Camelia Bogdan 

“Louise showed me a technique that has stopped the overwhelm of unsupportive 
emotions and thoughts.”



“You spend your whole life accumulating stories.  
What you do with them, determines the life you lead.” 

~ Louise K. Shaw 

Thank you for being part of this Training. 
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For more information about how to apply these principles (and 
many more), to further enhance your healing journey, Louise will be 

sharing details of her exclusive  
“Uncover To Recover” Quest at the end of the Training.  

This Quest is currently only available to participants on the Training. 


